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In the name of Allah Most Gracious Most Merciful 
 
All thanks be to Allah who declared Hajj (pilgrimage) worship 
to His holy mosque; and made as a consequence of that a 
tremendous amount of reward and plenty of mercies. For 
whoever makes hajj (pilgrimage) to the mosque in Mecca and 
does not get involved  in obscene arguments and does not 
commit wrong then comes out of Hajj like the day he or she was 
born; free and clear and clean of all sins and  misdeeds. And an 
accepted Hajj has no reward other than paradise.   
 
In the next few days we shall meet a great season of mercies and 
blessings, and days that are some of the most loved days to 
Allah. A deed during those days is more loved to Allah than the 
same deed in other days. The messenger ppbu said: {there are 
no other days during which a deed is more loved to Allah 
than in those days} he was referring to the those first ten days 
of the month of Thul-Hejjah. They asked the messenger ppbu: 
“Not even jihad in the way of fighting in the line of Allah?” He 
said: {Not even fighting in the line of Allah except for a man 
who goes out with his soul and his money and returns with 
non of that}.  
 
These are the first ten days of the month of Thul-Hejah; the last 
month in the Islamic calendar. A month during which Allah 
ruled for a Muslim to get even closer to Allah and be more 
obedient, more inferior and more repentant and more grateful 
through praising Him and glorifying Him and giving thanks to 
Him. The messenger ppbu said: {No other days during which 
a good deed is greater and is more loved to Allah than 
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during those ten days. So do a plenty of praising, glorifying 
and thanking} 
 
Fasting is permissible in those days; and the most affirmed: is 
the day of Arafa which is the ninth day of the month of Thul-
Hejjah. Fasting here only applies to this that is not doing the 
Hajj worship. The day of Arafa is absolutely the best day in the 
year, just as the night of Qadr is absolutely the best night in the 
year. The messenger ppbu said: {fasting the day of Arafa in 
my expectation (my view) as far as Allah is concerned is that 
it clears off sins of the entire year before it and the year after 
it }. And here he means clearing all sins which are not 
considered major sins. Major sins can only be cleared by 
remorsefulness and an accepted repentance. Allah says: {.. and 
those who when they commit a major sin or wrong against 
themselves they remember Allah and they repent (asking for 
forgiveness for) from their sins. And who forgives sins other 
than Allah. And they do not, knowingly, insist or continue on 
doing what they did}. The messenger ppbu said: {the five 
daily prayers, and from one Friday prayer to the next, and 
from one Ramadan to the following Ramadan; are clearers 
of sins which are committed between them, as long as major 
sins are not committed} 
 
Those days bring with them the holy atmosphere of Hajj to the 
holy and honoured land of Mecca. Whoever is chosen to 
perform this great Hajj ritual is a real lucky and is the real 
winner. Hajj is the fifth pillar of the faith of Islam for whoever 
has the ability to do it. Allah say: {it is Allah’s right upon 
people that whoever is able is to go for pilgrimage (Hajj) to 
the mosque is to do so. And whoever denies it then Allah is 
in no need for the entire worlds}. Here “whoever denies” 
means whoever objects to; or refuses Hajj. The word denies 
refers to: not accepting faith and it is a strong way of warning 
against refusing Hajj. The messenger ppbu said: {Islam is: to 
testify that there is no other God other than Allah, and to do 
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the prayers, and to bring in charity and to fast Ramadan 
and to do pilgrimage to the mosque if you are able to do so}  
 
The messenger ppbu told that Islam is built upon those five 
foundations. In a way the Islamic faith of any person is not 
really complete until he or she goes for Hajj. And his or her 
Islam is only fully supported after Hajj. Omar ebn Al-Khuttab 
once said: “I almost intend to send men into the land, they 
investigate and find whoever has financial ability to do hajj and 
didn’t and make them pay the non-Muslim tax. For they are not 
Muslims, they are not Muslims” . 
 
Islam has imposed a number of worships. Some are 
characterised as being physical worships and some are as being 
financial worships. And some combine between both being 
physical and financial worship. The five prayers and fasting are 
physical worships. Zakah or charity is a financial worship. 
While Hajj combines both. Hajj is a physical, practical and also 
a financial worship. One at Hajj endures physical effort and 
travels from home to the holy land. And lives a simple life 
where he or she will sleep it rough in a tent in the town of Mena, 
and may go to sleep on the ground with the sky being the only 
blanket used. Leaving behind all means of leisure and comfort in 
his or her normal life and going through the difficulties met 
during performing Hajj. Walking round Kabba doing Tawaf 
ritual, and waking ritual between the two hill tops Safa and 
Marwa. All this requires a physical effort.  
 
On the other hand Hajj requires money to travel and live in the 
holy land. Allah did not insist on walking to Hajj, so one will 
require a mean of transport. All this is conditioned by the ability 
to do so. That is one has to have the means to pay for that, 
including the means of travel, and expenses of the keep and food 
during that period, at an acceptable level or style. Which means 
spending is neither to be over done; nor to keep things too tight. 
Also, an individual leaving a family behind must not leave the 
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family out of pocket either. Therefore; Hajj is considered to be 
both physical and financial worship. And because Hajj is so 
costly in both physical and financial terms; Allah has made it 
compulsory to be done only once in a life time.  
 
The prayer worship is a daily worship; Zakah (or charity) is 
annual worship. Fasting is a month on annual bases, while Hajj 
is once in a life time. The companions used to call prayers the 
daily scale, meaning if done correctly then things look well on 
the daily scale. And they used to call Friday as the weekly scale. 
And Ramadan was known as the annual scale, and Hajj was 
known to them as the life scale.  
 
The messenger ppbu said: {people, Hajj has been imposed on 
to you, so do go for Hajj} and a man asked: is it to be done 
every year? The messenger ppbu did not answer. The man asked 
again and again. After the third time the messenger ppbu said: 
{ if I say Yes then it becomes compulsory to do so, and you 
would not be able for it}. So, Allah commanded Hajj to be 
done once, in order only to ease matters for His slaves. Allah 
says in His book: {Allah does not put a responsibly on to a 
soul of (or hold a soul responsible for) more than it can 
bear}. No, Allah does not impose on to a human more than the 
human can bear in matters of life or matters of faith.  
 
Dear brothers and sister, if you have the capability, do not put 
off going for Hajj. Remember it is compulsory for who ever is 
capable physically and financially. This who has the ability then 
let them hurry up and do it while they are able for one never 
knows if he or she will continue to have health, or continue to 
have money or continue to have secure travel or continue to 
have the right circumstances and conditions enabling them to do 
Hajj. Do not be with those who always say: I will, I will. One 
never knows if he or she will still be alive to do Hajj the 
following year. Are you going to be here alive next year? May 
be, Or may be not? 


